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COMMENDATIONS

Assistant United States Attorneys PATRICK CHESLEY and EDWARD
SCHOENBAUM Central District of Illinois were commended by
Mr Ronald Grimming Assistant DCI Director Operation Command
Department of Law Enforcement for their cooperation in the
successful investigation and prosecution of mail fraud case
Because of their efforts scheme to defraud the State of
Illinois and number of elderly nursing home residents was

exposed and the principal offender convicted

Assistant United States Attorneys ROBERT DUFFEY and PAMELA
MATHY Western District of Texas were commended by Logan
Slaughter District Counsel Veterans Administration for their
work in the case of John Heaney M.D Donald Custis M.D
The government was not defendant in this case but became
involved because of the potential affect of the case on the
Kerrville Veterans Administration The case was dismissed

Assistant United States Attorneys CHARLES HYDER and MICHAEL
JOHNS District of Arizona were commended by Mr Robert
Thompson Regional Counsel Environmental Protection Agency
Region IX for obtaining an administrative search warrant for
Environmental Protection Agency inspection of the Goodyear Aero
space Corporation facility in Phoenix Assistant United States
Attorney HYDER was particularly commended for his assistance in

the planning stages which enabled the Environmental Protection

Agency to execute the warrant quickly professionally and with
minimum disruption to the facility

United States Attorney WILLIAM KOLIBASH Northern District of

West Virginia was commended by Attorney General William French
Smith for his work in the prosecution of drug trafficking rings
and individuals under the Drug Task Force Program United States
Attorney KOLIBASH was also commended for his commitment to the

Chemical People program

Assistant United States Attorney RICHARD LILLIE Northern
District of Ohio was commended by Mr Richard Riseberg
Assistant General Counsel for Public Health Department of Health
and Human Services and Mr David Harmon Acting Executive
Director Ohio Student Loan Commission for his thorough
preparation and performance in United States Atiyeh Salem
This case involved fourcount indictment for fraudulently
executing student loan notes in violation of 18 U.S.C 1001

Assistant United States Attorney BILLIE ROSEN District of

Arizona was commended by United States Attorney Daniel Hedges
Southern District of Texas for her outstanding presentation on

asset forfeitures to the Gulf Coast Drug Task Force Advisory
Comm tee

209
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS
William Tyson Director

POINTS TO REMEMBER

New Parole Commission Policy On Rewarding Cooperation

The U.S Parole Commission has published new regulation
which establishes criteria for rewarding cooperation e.g testi
mony etc by prisoners If the criteria are met the Parole
Commission is willing to advance presumptive parole date by up
to one year with greater leniency possible only for exceptional
circumstances It is important to note that prisoner may not

apply for such reward directly but the reward must be recom
mended by the personal endorsement of the United States Attorney
or official of equivalent rank if the assistance was primarily
given to some other agency or office This means that the
Assistant U.S Attorney responsible for the case must prepare
letter to the U.S Parole Commission explaining what significant
assistance was given and the letter must be for the signature of
the United States Attorney the same procedure applies when
witness is recommended for placement in the Witness Protection
Program Other important criteria are that the release of the

prisoner must not threaten the public safety and the assistance
must not have been adequately rewarded by any other official
action The full text of this regulation appears in the Appendix
to this Bulletin Federal Register Vol 48 No 229 pp 53407
53408 Nov 28 1983

U.S Parole Commission

Personnel Changes

Richard Darst has been named as the courtappointed United
States Attorney for the Southern District of Indiana

Mr Edward Prado vacated his position as United States
Attorney on April 1984 when he took the oath of office as

United States District Judge in the Western District of Texas

Helen 14 Eversberg has been named as the courtappointed
United States Attorney for the Western District of Texas

Executive Office
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Teletypes To All United States Attorneys

listing of the teletypes sent during the period from
April through April 20 1984 is attached as an appendix to this
issue of the Bulletin If United States Attorneys office has
not received one or more of these teletypes copies may be
obtained by contacting Ms Theresa Bertucci Chief of the
Communications Center Executive Office for United States
Attorneys at FTS 6331020

Executive Office
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CIVIL DIVISION
Acting Assistant Attorney General Richard Willard

United States Weber Aircraft Corp U.S No 821616
Mar 20 1984 145141702

SUPREME COURT RULES THAT FOIA EXEMPTION
INCORPORATES WELLRECOGNIZED CIVIL
DISCOVERY PRIVILEGES REGARDLESS OF WHETHER
THE PRIVILEGE WAS SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED IN
THE FOlk LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

In this FOIA action aircraft equipment manufacturers
requested copies of witness statements made under promise of

confidentiality in the course of an Air Force safety investi
gation into an accident involving some of the manufacturers
equipment The Air Force withheld the statements on the basis
that they would be privileged in civil discovery Machin
Zuckert 316 F.2d 336 D.C Cir 1963 and are therefore
privileged from disclosure under FOIA Exemption divided
panel of the Ninth Circuit nevertheless ordered disclosure

In unanimous decision the Supreme Court reversed The
Court pointed out that it consistently has held that the plain
language of Exemption protects information which would not

routinely be disclosed in civil discovery Therefore it ruled
privilege such as the Machin privilege which is wellrecognized
in the case law as precluding routine disclosure of particular
information in civil litigation is clearly incorporated in

Exemption even if it was not specifically discussed in the FOIA

legislative history The Court explained that its warning in FOMC

Merrill 443 U.S 340 1979 that Exemption may not include

every privilege known to civil discovery was simply intended to

urge caution in evaluating claims raising novel privilege or
one that has found less than universal acceptance

Attorneys Leonard Schaitman
FTS 6333441

Wendy Keats
FTS 6333355
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CIVIL DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General Richard Willard

Heckler Edwards U.S No 82874 Mar 21 1984
D.J 13711926

SUPREME COURT HOLDS THAT WHEN THE ISSUE OF
THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF STATUTE IS NOT IN

DISPUTE AN APPEAL GOES TO THE COURT OF

APPEALS NOT THE SUPREME COURT

After the Solicitor General decided not to appeal several

cases holding provision of the Social Security Act unconstitu
tional the Secretary of HHS informed district court that we

did not contest the issue in another case where the issue was

raised The district court noted our position in its opinion
and proceeded to rule against the Secretary on questions involving
the proper standards to apply in place of the unconstitutional

provision We filed notice of appeal to the Ninth Circuit but
in onesentence order the Ninth Circuit dismissed our appeal
ruling that the appeal properly should have gone to the Supreme
Court under 28 U.S.C 1252 The Supreme Court granted our

petition for certiorari and in unanimous opinion reversed
The Court reasoned that the obvious purpose of section 1252 is to

bring contested issues involving the validity of Acts of Congress
directly to the Supreme Court on its mandatory docket When the

constitutional issue is not contested the Court held that only
court of appeals review is proper

Attorneys Robert Greenspan
FTS 6335428

Frank Rosenfeld
FTS 6334027

Kosak United States U.S No 82618 Mar 21 1984
D.J 157621692

SUPREME COURT CONSTRUES FTCA EXCEPTION 28

U.S.C 2680c BROADLY 10 ENCOMPASS CLAIMS
FOR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY DETAINED BY THE
CUSTOMS SERVICE

Petitioners art collection was allegedly damaged while in

the lawful custody of the Customs Service He sued for damages
under the FTCA However section 2680c preserves sovereign
immunity for claims arising in respect of the

detention of property by customs officers Petitioner argued
that this exception was limited to claims arising out of the

.23
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CIVIL DIVISION
Acting Assistant Attorney General Richard Willard

fact of detention itself e.g injury resulting from the depriva
tion of the ability to use property while under detention The

Supreme Court 81 held that the exception covers all injuries
associated in any way with the detention of goods Part of the

legislative history used to bolster the Courts reading of the

statutory language was longlost 1931 report prepared by
Alexander Holtzoff then an assistant to the Attorney General
This unpublished report was found in the Justice Departments
files in the Archives Section 2680c also covers excise and
other law enforcement officer the Court left open the

question what other officers are covered by the exception

Attorneys Robert Greenspan
FTS 6335428

Marc Richman
FTS 6335735

Blum Stenson U.S No 811374 Mar 21 1984 D.J
137521024

SUPREME COURT ADOPTS MARKET-BASED FEES

APPROACH FOR NONPROFIT LEGAL ORGANIZATIONS
BUT REJECTS 50 PERCENT BONUS AWARD AS AN

ABUSE OF DISCRETION

The Civil Rights Attorneys Fees Awards Act of 1976 42

U.S.C 1988 allows district court in its discretion to award

attorneys fees to prevailing parties in suits brought under

specified civil rights statutes In this case the district court

awarded substantial fees under section 1988 to the Legal Aid

Society of New York based upon the prevailing market rates after

successful class action suit against the State of New York under
42 U.S.C 1983 The district court also awarded 50% bonus
multiplier based on its finding that such an increase was
warranted by the complexity of the case the novelty of the issues

and the great benefit achieved for large number of class

members The Second Circuit affirmed in per curiam opinion

In the Supreme Court we filed an amicus brief urging the

Court to hold that fees to nonprofit organizations should be

awarded on the basis of the organizations costs and taking the

position that the district court abused its discretion in awarding
bonus The Court rejected our first argument holding that

Congress intended for all organizations whether profit or non
profit to be compensated on the basis of prevailing market rates
The Court however reversed the bonus award in its entirety
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CIVIL DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General Richard Willard

holding that the factors cited by the district court as justifying
bonus were duplicative of fee determined on the basis of

hourstimesa--reasonablehourlyrate an amount which is pre
sumed to be the reasonable fee contemplated by 1988 absent an

evidentiary showing that either higher or lower fee would be

appropriate

Attorneys William Kanter
FTS 6331597

Mark Pennak
FTS 6334214

Miller CIA No 831108 D.C Cir Mar 16 1984 D.J 145
1942

D.C CIRCUIT UPHOLDS CIAS REFUSAL 10 ADMIT
OR DENY WHETHER IT HAS CERTAIN REQUESTED
RECORDS AND REFUSAL TO GRANT HISTORICAL
RESEARCH ACCESS TO REQUESTER

Miller selfdescribed expert on the Balkans filed

Freedom of Information Act request with the Central Intelligence

Agency for all information concerning alleged efforts by the

United States and other western countries to infiltrate intelli

gence agents and potential guerrillas into Albania during the

years following World War II He also sought access to such

records under CIA regulations permitting access to classified

information for historical research purposes

The CIA responded that it could neither admit nor deny that

it had any responsive records since to do so would reveal whether

or not the United States had participated in an alleged covert

operation The agency justified this response on the basis of

FOIA exemptions and protecting information regarding national

security matters and intelligence sources and methods It also

denied the request for historical research access on the ground
that such access would be inconsistent with national security and

that Miller did not have need to know which would justify
access

The D.C Circuit affirmed the district courts grant of

summary judgment to the CIA In so doing the court reaffirmed

the principle that courts must accord substantial weight to the

agencys assessment of risks and that such an assessment is

not called into question by contrary opinion of the requester or

by unconfirmed rumors With respect to historical research
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CIVIL DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General Richard Willard

access the court held that even if the minimum requirements of

the regulations are satisfied decision whether to grant access
is committed to the discretion of the Director of Central Intelli
gence and his decision cannot be reviewed by this court

Attorneys Leonard Schaitman
FTS 6333441

Freddi Lipstein
FTS 6334825

21
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CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Wm Bradford Reynolds

United States Crawford NO L836CR E.D Tex Mar 1984
D.J 507527

UNITED STATES SEEKS APPELLATE REVIEW OF
SENTENCES HANDED DOWN IN INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE
CASE

We filed in the Fifth Circuit notice of appeal in this
case in which two defendants Stephen Crawford and Randall
Waggoner were convicted of one count of conspiring to transport
illegal aliens nine counts of transporting illegal aliens and
nine counts of holding persons in involuntary servitude The
defendants were sentenced to five years probation and $1000
fine At the sentencing the district court judge refused to
allow the governments counsel to speak contrary to Rule 32a
Fed Crim and commented that he had mixed emotions
about this case because the government was partly responsible for
the presence of illegal aliens in this country On March 13
1984 we filed petition for writ of mandamus offering the
court alternative procedural routes to vacate and remand the case
for resentencirig before different judge

Attorney Mark Gross
FTS 6332172
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Henry Habicht II

Jicarilla Apache Tribe Supron Energy Corp No 811680
10th Cir Feb 24 1984 D.J 90218139

OIL GAS ROYALTIES ARE LIMITED BY THE CEILING
PRICES ESTABLISHED UNDER THE NATIONAL GAS

POLICY ACT OF 1978

In appeals challenging the computation of royalties on oil

and gas production under leases between oil companies and the

Jicarilla Apache Tribe the court entered decision which held

that the value of production on which royalties are calculated is

limited by the ceiling prices established under the National Gas

Policy Act of 1978 The decision appears to be in clear conflict
with the courts decision in Hoover Bracken Energies
Department of the Interior 723 F.2d 1488 10th Cir 1983 in

which Chief Judge Seth who wrote the majority opinion here
dissented Judge McWilliams was in the majority in both cases
The court also reversed the district courts holding that dual

accounting was required of all lessees and that the Secretary had

violated fiduciary standards in not previously requiring dual

accounting The court somewhat ambiguously then went on to state

that need not and do not decide whether or not the Secretary
owes the tribe fiduciary duty as to the matters under consider
ation slip op at 11

Judge Seymour dissented stating that the need to determine
whether the Secretary owes any duty of trust to the Tribe is

unavoidable Dissent slip op at 12 relying on both the

general trust relationship between the government and Indian
tribes as well as specific trust relationship of the Mitchell II

type Judge Seymour also dissented on the royalty determination

issue arguing that New Mexicos ceiling was preempted by federal

law insofar as it impacted on the Jicarillas royalty revenue
Judge Seymour however did not cite Hoover Bracken as indi
cating that the court had previously agreed with her position

Attorneys Maria lizuka
FTS 6332753

Anne Almy
FTS 6334427

43
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Henry Habicht II

Village of False Pass Clark No 833989 9th Cir Mar 12
1984 D.J 904181

NEPA WORST CASE ANALYSIS NOT REQUIRED AT OCS
LEASE SALE STAGE

The Ninth Circuit upheld OCS Lease Sale 70 St George Basin
Alaska against challenges based on the Endangered Species Act
ESA and CEQs worstcase analysis regulation The court relied
heavily on the phased nature of OCS decisionmaking as recently
outlined in Secretary of the Interior California 52 U.S.L.W
4063 Jan 11 1984 It first held that the Secretary did not
breach the good faith consultation requirement of the ESA by
issuing the final Notice of Sale two days before receiving the
final Biological Opinion from the National Marine Fisheries
Service The court noted in this connection that the lease sale
was not an irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources
The court also ruled that Interior did not have to adopt concrete
protective measures such as seasonal drilling restrictions at
the lease sale stage since NMFS Biological Opinion did not

specifically require them and since the Secretary is under
continuing obligation to insure that future OCS developments do
not jeopardize endangered species

CEQs worstcase regulation was held not to require worst
case analysis of massive 100000 barrel oil spill in the lease
sale EIS The court found that missing information regarding the
effects of such huge spill was not important to the lease sale

decision in light of the fact that Interior had performed an
adequate analysis of 10000 barrel oil spill in the lease sale

EIS and would have substantial opportunities at future stages of
the OCS process to gather more information on oil spills The
court found that given the uncertainty at the lease sale stage
that there would ever be such spill Interior did not abuse its

discretion in deciding to defer more detailed analysis until the

exploration and production stages The court concluded that the
EIS contained the required hard look at environmental
consequences even in the absence of worstcase analysis Judge
Canby dissented from the holding on worstcase analysis

Attorneys David Shilton
FTS 6335580

Jacques Gelin
FTS 6332762
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Henry Habicht II

League of Women Voters of Tulsa Corps of Engineers No 81
1947 10th Cir Mar 14 1984 D.J 90141513

NEPA WATER STORAGE CONTRACT NOT MAJOR FEDERAL
ACTION WHERE RESERVOIR HAD BEEN SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETED PRIOR TO ACTS PASSAGE

The court of appeals reversed the district courts decision
requiring an EIS before the Corps entered into water storage
contract with Tulsa Oklahoma concluding that no major federal
action was involved because the reservoir had been largely
completed by NEPAs enactment and all real decisionmaking
including the States grant of water right to Tulsa for water
stored in the Corps reservoirhad already taken place The
court of appeals noted the essentially ministerial nature of the
contracting the object and result of which is merely the Corps
recovery of its project costsnot the allocation of water to
Tulsa which is state functionThe only postNEPA decision of
significance here was Congress direction not proposed by the
Corps that the reservoir space reserved later for hydropower
development be used instead for municipal and industrial water
supply thereby increasing the space available to cities which
like Tulsa had state water right NEPA does not apply to
Congressional directives the court held Judge Seymour
concurred in the judgment to clarify that NEPA does generally
apply to projects authorized or directed by Congress unless
expressly exempted

Attorneys Martin Matzen
FTS 6332855

Anne Almy
FTS 6334427

Walker NavajoHopi Tribe Relocation Commission No 832073
9th Cir Mar 23 1984 D.J 9024882

FACT OF INDIANS NAME ON USE OF JOINT USE AREA
DOES NOT MAKE HER PER SE ELIGIBLE FOR
RELOCATION BENEFITS

Walker argued that pursuant to statutory language she was
se eligible for relocation benefits because her name appeared on
list of joint use area residents submitted to Congress by the
Commission The court held that the listing of Walkers name did
not estop the Commission from applying eligibility criteria to
Walker The factors which led to the courts decision included

Walker was not eligible under statutory or regulatory

42-
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Henry Habicht II

criteria the list was preceded by warnings that inclusion on

the list was not determination of eligibility Walker could

not have reasonably relied on the list to her detriment and

denying eligible persons who were not on the list would be

contraryto congressional intent

Attorneys Ellen Durkee
FTS 6333888

Martin Matzen
FTS 6334426
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 801 d2C Hearsay Definitions
Statements Which Are Not Hearsay

Rule 801 Cd Admission by PartyOpponent

Defendant appeals from his conviction for narcotics
violations During interrogation defendants responses in

Spanish to the Drug Enforcement agents questions were translated
into English by government employee certified as Spanish
interpreter Defendant contends that the agents testimony should
be excluded as hearsay under Rule 801 because he could only
testify as to what the Spanish interpreter said defendant said

The Court of Appeals rejected the defendants hearsay
argument Noting that case law in this area is sparse the court
stated as the prevailing view that the translator is to be viewed
as defendants agent The translation is attributable to the

defendant as his own admission and therefore may properly be

characterized as nonhearsay under Rule 801d2C or

Where there is no motive to mislead and no reason to believe that

the translation is inaccurate the agency relationship may properly
be found to exist Defendant authorized the translator to speak
for him in his interview and the fact that the translator was an

employee of the government did not prevent him from acting as

defendants agent for the purpose of translating and communicating
defendant statements

Affirmed

United States Manoel Rodriguez Da Silva 725 F.2d 828 2d
Cir Dec 19 1983
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customer to the arbitration of future DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATiON EFFECTIVE DATE January 1984

disputes between them arising under the
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

federal securities laws or to have in Federal Highway Administration Michael Stover Office of General
effect such an agreement pursuant to Counsel U.S Parole Commission 5550
which it effects transactions with or for

23 CFR Part 650
Friendship Blvd Chevy Chase

customer
Maryland 20815 Telephone 301 492

Bridges Structures and HydraulIcs
Notwithstanding paragraph

Discretionary Bridge Criteria
this section until December 31 1984 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION On May
broker or dealer may use existing Correction

1983 at 48 FR 22949 the U.S Parole

supplies of customer agreement forms if In FR Doc 8330988 beginning on page Commission published an invitation for

all such agreements entered into with 52292 in the issue of Thursday public comment on this subject which
public customers after December 28 November 17 1983 make the following was favorably received by Federal
1983 are accompanied by the separate corrections prosecutors defense attorneys and U.S
written disclosure On page 52295 in both of the Probation Officers It was apparent from

Although you have signed customer
formulas brackts should have enclosed the comment however that the

agreement form with FIRM NAME that states
the expression Commission would be required to strike

that you are required to arbitrate any future
Unoblioaed FffiRRP

balance between on the one hand the

dispute or controversy that may arise aIance
concern for powerful prosecutorial

between us you are not required to arbitrate bargaining tool the possibility of early
Total HBRRP Funds release from imprisonment and on theany dispute or controversy that arises under

Received
the federal securities laws but instead can

other hand the statutory requirements

resolve any such dispute or controversy
Also on page 52295 in the middle that parole release not depreciate the

through litigation in the courts column in the fourteenth line from the seriousness of the offense i.e the

bottom of the page ADT should cooperating prisoners own crime and
broker or dealer shall not be in have read ADT that release not jeopardize the public

violation of paragraph of this section On page 52296 in the middle welfare 18 U.S.C 4206a and
with respect to any agreement entered column 650.707a in the formula 1976
into with public customer prior to ADT should have read ADT These threshold requirements cannot
December 28 1983 if

BIWNG CODE isos-oi- be waived regardless of the potential

Any such public customer for value of the prisoners testimony
whom the broker or dealer has after July DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE Moreover prisoners cooperation in

1983 carried free credit balance other prosecutions does not diminish the

or ii held securities for safekeeping or Parole Commission seriousness of the crime he himself

as collateral or iii effected securities committed and it is not necessarily
28 CFR Part

proof of the prisoners reformtransaction is sent no later than

December 31 1984 the disclosure Nonetheless on the theory that there is

Paroling Recommitting and
built into every parole determinationprescribed in paragraph of this

Supervising Federal Prisoners
certain measure of condemnation of thesection or

Any other public customer is sent AGENCY Parole Commission Justice prisoner as an anti-social individual in

addition to measure of the seriousness
upon the completion of his next ACTION Final rule

of the crime itself some justification can
transaction pursuant to such agreement SUMMARY The Commission is putting be found for moderate reduction of
the disclosure prescribed in paragraph

into effect statement of its policy with punishment if the criminal attempts to
of this section

respect to rewarding assistance given by reduce the extent to which he deserves

Statutory Authority and Competitive prisoners in aid of law enforcement such condemnation by giving assistance

Considerations efforts including the prosecution of to law enforcement efforts when he is in

other criminals The rule provides position to do so even if pure self-
The Securities and Exchange

explicit criteria for an independent interest is the motive in almost all

Commission acting pursuant to the Act determination by the Commission of the cases
and particularly sections 10 15 23

appropriateness of rewarding such Accordingly the final rule adopted
and 29 thereof 15 U.S.C 78b 78j 780 assistance It also sets guideline herein permits limited reduction of up
78w and 78cc hereby adopts the permitting up to one year to one year save for exceptional
amendment to 240.15c22 The advancement of the prisoners parole circumstances from the actual time in

Commission finds that there will be no date in reward for meritorious prison which the Commission would
burden upon competition imposed by assistance with the possibility of have ordered absent such cooperation
the amendments This action becomes greater reward in exceptional cases This guideline may have the effect of

effective thirty days after publication in However no prisoner will be considered holding out greater incentive for

the Federal Register for reward regardless of assistance cooperation to prisoners with sentences

By the Commission
given if early relecse would jeopardize of short to moderate length than to those

the public safety This rule attempts to with long prison terms However
Dated November 18 1983

achieve satisfactory balance between holding an offender to his just
Shirley Hollia the need for meaningful system of punishment should presumptively be
.4ssistcnt Secretory rewards and the need for just matter of principle when an extremely
FR flc 8331695 Filed 11-25-83 845 aml punishment of the cooperating prisoners serious crime or recidivistic offender is

3UJHG CODE soo--u OWn crime at issue

fl3
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Exceptional circumstances for 40 months on guideline range of 40 to Commission reward shall be given any
departure from this guideline cannot at 52 months that date could be reduced weight in evaluating prosecutorial
this time be defined Prosecutors may in by up to one year If full twelve month recommendation for leniency
individual cases suggest factors for the reduction were granted the release date The release of the prisoner must
Commissions consideration which would be reduced to 28 months But if not threaten the public safety
could include for example actual three year sentence had been imposed The assistance must not have been
retaliation against the prisoner or the requiring release with good time credits

adequately rewarded by other official

extraordinary seriousness of the at 28 months the actual release date action
criminal activity targeted by the law would coincide with the maximum

If the assistance meets the above
enforcement effort However reward the Commission would be criteria the Commission may consider

prosecutors may not promise particular prepared to give under its own
providing reduction of up to one year

actions by the Commission and should standards Thus further reduction from the presumptive parole date that

not expect the Commission to consider would be considered only in exceptional the Commission would have deemed
any advancement of the parole date circumstances warranted had such assistancenot
until the expected assistance is fully It is to be stressed that the occurred If the prisoner would have
completed Commission will not consider any been continued to the expiration of

The rule will be applied whether tbe reward at all if the result would be early sentence any reduction will be taken

cooperation was given before or after
release for serious offender who

from the presumptive parole date that

the individual went to prison In the
constitutes substantial threat to the

would have been deemed warranted if

case of cooperation given prior to public safety Cooperation in such cases
the maximum sentence had been long

should be rewarded by the other
enough to permit the Commission toimprisonment an important concern

from the Commissions point of view appropriate means prison transfers or
exercise full discretion Reductions

will be the determination of whether or privileges etc within the discretion of
exceeding the one year limit specified

not assistance has been adequately
the Director of the U.S Bureau of above may be considered only in

rewarded In some cases an intended exceptional circumstances
reward may confer no actual benefit Finally the Commission has

For example the elimination of
postponed consideration of the question certify that this rule will not have

minimum term of parole ineligibility on
of grants of immunity raised in the significant economic impact on

Rule 35 sentence reduction motion will
invitation of public comment Further substantial number of small entities

not necessarily result in change in the
comment on any feature of the rule within the meaning of the Regulatory

release date set by the Commission
which is printed below will be Flexibility Act

The Commission may have set the
welcomed

Dated November14 1983

release.date to require more than the List of Subjects in 28 CFR Part Ben jamrn Baer
minimum service In other cases

Administrative practice and Chairman Parole Commission

charge may have been dismissed as an
procedures Prisons Probation and OOC .-3i680 FUed Ii 25-83 SA.5 arnj

incentive to cooperation but the
Parole

underlying criminal behavior may have
been fully accounted for in setting the PART
release date See 18 U.S.C 4206a 28 CFR Part

which requires the Commission to Accordingly pursuant to the

consider the nature and provisions of 18 U.S.C 4203a1 and Paroling Recommitting and

circumstancesof the offense In such 4204a6 28 CFR Part is amended by Supervising Federal Prisoners

cases the only action which would adding new 2.63 as follows
AGENCY Parole Commission Justice

constitute reward in terms of the
2.63 Rewarding assistance In the ACTION Final ruleCommissions standards which it
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